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ABSTRACT: The aldehyde hydrogenation for stabilizing and upgrading biomass is
typically performed in aqueous phase with supported metal catalysts. By combining
density functional theory calculations and ab initio molecular dynamics simulations, the
model reaction of formaldehyde hydrogenation with a Pt/TiO2 catalyst is investigated
with explicit solvent water molecules. In aqueous phase, both the O vacancy (Ov) on
support and solvent molecules could donate charges to a Pt cluster, where the Ov could
dominantly reduce the Pt cluster from positive to negative. During the formaldehyde
hydrogenation, the water molecules could spontaneously protonate the O in the
aldehyde group by acid/base exchange, generating the OH* at the metal−support
interface by long-range proton transfer. By comparing the stoichiometric and reduced TiO2 support, it is found that the further
hydrogenation of OH* is hard on the positively charged Pt cluster over stoichiometric TiO2. However, with the presence of Ov on
reduced support, the OH* hydrogenation could become not only exergonic but also kinetically more facile, which prohibits the
catalyst from poisoning. This mechanism suggests that both the proton transfer from solvent water molecules and the easier OH*
hydrogenation from Ov could synergistically promote aldehyde hydrogenation. That means, even for such simple hydrogenation in
water, the catalytic mechanism could explicitly relate to all of the metal cluster, oxide support, and solvent waters. Considering the
ubiquitous Ov defects in reducible oxide supports and the common aqueous environment, this synergistic effect may not be exclusive
to Pt/TiO2, which can be crucial for supported metal catalysts in biomass conversion.
KEYWORDS: aqueous phase, reducible oxide support, aldehyde hydrogenation, supported metal catalyst, Pt/TiO2

■ INTRODUCTION
Using nonedible biomass to replace traditional petrochemical
feedstocks is a promising strategy to reduce carbon emissions,
which has become a new trend in developing green catalysis.1,2

After the primary fast pyrolysis or liquefaction, the biomass
feeds generally contain oxygenates including carboxylic acids,
aldehydes, ketones, alcohols, ethers, and phenolic com-
pounds.3−5 Compared to the conventional high-energy fuels,
these biomass feeds are oxygen-rich and hydrogen-poor with
relatively low calorific values. More importantly, the phenolic
condensation and the self-aldol condensation of aldehydes
could make the biomass a mass coke.6,7 Therefore, to increase
both the energy density and stability, further upgrading of the
biomass feeds by hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) reactions is
necessary.8−11 Among them, the hydrogenation of aldehyde
groups could be one of the most important procedures.12,13

For example, furfural as a promising platform compound can
be converted to furfuryl alcohol through aldehyde group
hydrogenation in industries.14 Besides, the selective hydro-
genation of α,β-unsaturated aldehydes to their corresponding
unsaturated alcohols is also the key reaction to produce
fragrances and agrochemicals.15

The supported metal catalysts have been extensively applied
to aldehyde hydrogenations due to their excellent performance
and adjustable surface properties.16,17 The metal clusters or

nanoparticles are usually supported on oxide supports with a
high surface area and strong stability, such as TiO2, CeO2,
ZrO2, SiO2, Al2O3, etc.17 Besides the decisive influence of
metal, in many cases, the oxide supports can largely determine
the catalytic activity of hydrogenation.18 It has been widely
accepted that reducible oxide support, especially TiO2, could
promote catalytic hydrogenation.19−21 This intrinsic mecha-
nism could be highly attributed to the ubiquitous oxygen
vacancies (Ov) (or effectively the interstitial Ti defect) within
the reduced support.22−25 On the one hand, the Ov could
participate as the active sites in the catalytic reaction, especially
for reactant and intermediate adsorptions. For example, the
isotopic experiment by Kalamaras et al. unveiled that the Ov
formation is directly involved in the water gas shift reaction by
Pt/TiO2.

26 On the other hand, the presence of Ov could
enhance the hydrogenation selectivity. For instance, the Ov
can anchor and activate the aldehyde group of crotonaldehyde
by forming a crotyl-oxy surface intermediate, resulting in a
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more favorable selectivity for crotyl alcohol.19 Moreover, the
Ov sites could induce the charge transfer from the reduced
TiO2 surface to the metal cluster, which leads to negatively
charged metal clusters with higher activity for reactions like
CO oxidation24 and oxygen reduction.27 This active charge
transfer also makes the Ov sites on the TiO2−x surface become
the growth center for Pt nanoparticles and assist to activate Pt
species.28,29

Almost all of the abovementioned studies on how Ov
influences the catalytic performance are done in the gas phase.
Meanwhile, due to the low volatility and the hard separation of
the oxygen-containing chemicals, catalytic reactions of biomass
often occur at the solid/liquid interface in various solutions,
especially in water.30,31 It has been known that water molecules
could play critical roles in catalytic reactions. For example, the
solvent water could slightly change the electronic properties of
the supported metal cluster,32 modify the solvent−shell-
mediated dynamics,33 facilitate the catalytic proton transfer
steps,34 and stabilize the intermediates with hydrogen
bonds.33,35−37 However, when it comes to the aldehyde
hydrogenation by M/TiO2−x in aqueous phase, how the
solvent water mechanically influences the catalytic cycle is still
unclear. In addition, could the Ov have a decisive impact on
the metal catalysts in aqueous phase like that in gas phase? Is
there any synergistic effect between Ov sites and solvent water
molecules? Considering the hard experimental characterization
in aqueous phase,38,39 a dynamic theoretical simulation of
catalytic aldehyde hydrogenation could be quite helpful for
answering these questions.

The main difficulty of this simulation in aqueous phase
comes from the well-known dynamic property of solvent
molecules.34,37,40−42 This effect can be critical for aldehyde
hydrogenation in aqueous phase, where the protonation of
carbonyl via the hydrogen exchange34,43 and the following
long-range proton transfer44,45 can take place. Hence, the
abundant explicit solvent molecules are essential for the
realistic modeling of this catalytic system.46 Although there are
few theoretical investigations on biomass hydrogenation with
the implicit solvation model47 or involving several explicit
adjacent solvent waters,48 there is still no theoretical study of
aldehyde hydrogenation in aqueous phase within the more
realistic ternary model,49 involving all of the metal cluster,
oxide support, and explicit solvent waters. As the more
complex aldehydes call for the larger metal cluster for
adsorption and in turn the larger TiO2 support surface, here,
the hydrogenation of the simplest aldehyde, formaldehyde
(CH2O), is investigated as the model reaction of aldehyde
hydrogenation for biomass.

In this work, by combining ab initio molecular dynamic
(AIMD) simulations and density functional theory (DFT)
calculations, we explored the mechanistic insights into the
CH2O hydrogenation in aqueous phase by the more realistic
ternary model consisting all of the platinum cluster, the titania
support, and the abundant explicit solvent waters. By
comparing the mechanisms and free energy barriers of the Pt
catalysts over the stoichiometric TiO2 and reduced TiO2−x
support, the synergistic effect between the oxygen vacancy and
solvent water molecules is revealed. The solvent water would
conduct the long-range proton transfer to assist the O
protonation in the aldehyde group and correspondingly
generate the OH* at the metal−support interface, whilst the
Ov can promote the OH* hydrogenation to prevent catalyst
poisoning. This synergistic effect mechanistically confirms the

importance of both the solvent water molecules and oxygen
vacancy on reducible oxide support for aldehyde hydro-
genation in aqueous phase. That means the catalytic reaction
in aqueous phase is not only related to the surface of the metal
cluster or nanoparticle. For such a simple hydrogenation
reaction, the catalytic mechanism could relate to all of the
metal, the oxide support, and the solvent.

■ METHODS
All DFT calculations involving ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD)
simulations and biased AIMD simulations are performed using the
CP2K package.50 The Gaussian and auxiliary plane wave (GPW)
double zeta basis set is used to describe the valence electron with the
cutoff of 400 Ry, where the Goedecker−Teter−Hutter (GTH)-type
pseudopotential is applied to describe the effect of core electrons. The
exchange and correlation interactions of valence electrons are
calculated by the PBE functional,51 and the dispersion interaction is
presented by Grimme’s D3 corrections.52 The DFT + U method with
the effective Hubbard term (Ueff = U − J) of 4.2 eV is used to describe
Ti 3d electrons, which agrees with the values of 4.0−5.0 eV in
previous studies.53,54 With the energy converged to 10−6 Ry in each
self-consistent field (SCF) iteration step, the convergence criterion for
the maximum force is 0.02 eV/Å in geometry optimization. The ab
initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations are performed to get
the equilibrium configuration of catalysts in aqueous phase, while the
metadynamics55,56 (MTD) simulations are used to get the free energy
change and barrier of each elementary step. Both the AIMD and
MTD simulations undergo within the canonical (NVT) ensemble by
Nose−́Hoover thermostats.57 In AIMD, the temperature is controlled
at the typical supporting temperature of 350 K,58 while in MTD, at
the typical reaction temperature of 300 K.59,60 The last configurations
in AIMD simulations will undergo annealing simulations, where the
factor for rescaling of speed distribution is 0.998, which is a relatively
smoother annealing speed compared to that in previous works.61,62

The deuterium mass is adopted for all H atoms to get the longer
timestep of 1 fs. The AIMD simulations last for 15 ps. The
equilibrium of AIMD simulations is identified by the potential energy
evolution in Figure S2 and the atomic velocity distribution in Figure
S3. In MTD, we use the atomic distance as the collective variable
(CV), where the detailed parameters are illustrated in Table S5. The
reconstruction of free energy surface (FES) as a function of CV is
done by summation of the repulsive time-dependent Gaussian-shaped
potential added during the MTD simulation.56,63 The free energy
surfaces of elementary steps from MTD simulations are summarized
in Figure S11. To avoid possible bias arising from the selection of
CV,56 MTD tests with different kinds of CV are conducted and shown
in Figure S12. Further tests on the height of the Gaussian-shaped
potential are shown in Figure S13, and those on different starting
configurations are shown in Figure S14. Following the reports from
Gervasio et al.64 and Bucko,65 the MTD simulations stop after the
first-time complete access of both the reactant and the product states,
where the details are in the Supporting Information.

In the model, the TiO2 substrate consists of a rutile TiO2(110) (3
× 3) supercell slab with four O−Ti−O trilayers, where the bottom
two trilayers are fixed by constraining the coordinates to their original
positions during the simulations. Under the periodic condition, the
slab is separated by a vacuum thickness of 20 Å along the Z-direction,
which is then filled with 102 water molecules corresponding to the
density of around 1.0 g/mL. The model involving a Pt14 cluster on the
stoichiometric TiO2 surface is denoted Pt/TiO2 in Figure S1a. In
previous works, the sizes of reported Pt clusters roughly range from
0.5 to 3 nm,66−68 and even smaller Ptn clusters (n < 10) can be
synthesized.69 Hence, with the size of around 0.7 nm, the Pt14 cluster
could be proper to theoretically simulate the catalytic reaction of Pt/
TiO2 in aqueous phase. For the reduced TiO2 surface, an oxygen
vacancy (Ov) is formed by removing one bridge oxygen (Obr), which
corresponds to ∼10% surface Obr atoms and is close to the amount of
several percent in experiments.70,71 Previous studies have already
shown that the metal clusters will favorably bind on the Ov site,29,72
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so the pyramid-like Pt14 cluster is initially placed over Ov, which
model is denoted Pt/TiO2−x in Figure S1b. In some experiments, with
H2 pretreatment at the relatively high temperature, some Pt clusters
could be fully encapsuled by thin TiO2−x layers, leading to the strong
metal−support interaction (SMSI).73−75 Yet, due to the easy
hydrolysis of surface Ov in water,76,77 this encapsulation is hard to
take place in aqueous phase at the mild temperature, which is not
taken into account in the simulations, and the details are discussed in
the Supporting Information. For charge analysis, the Bader charges
are calculated from the code78,79 by Henkelman et al. based on the
density file of valence electrons.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

AIMD Simulations of Pt/TiO2 and Pt/TiO2−x Catalysts

First of all, several ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD)
simulations are performed to compare how the Pt clusters
evolve over the stoichiometric TiO2 and reduced TiO2−x
support in both gas phase as a reference and aqueous phase.
To get the representative configurations of Pt cluster catalysts,
the Pt14 cluster will undergo the initial geometry optimization
on supports, followed by the AIMD simulations of 15 ps at the
typical supporting temperature of 350 K58 for equilibrium.
After the annealing processes of 3 ps for cooling to 20 K, the
catalysts would be optimized again to get their representative
configurations, where the whole process is shown in detail in
Figure S1. In both gas and aqueous phases, due to the intrinsic
stability and adequate metal−support interaction, the pyramid-
like Pt14 cluster will not have a big morphology change during
all of these AIMD simulations shown in Figure 1. Meanwhile,
as reported in previous studies,71,80 on the reduced oxide
support, the Ov could strengthen the metal−support
interaction (MSI) by charge transfer. Multiple configurations
taken from the trajectories of AIMD simulations are used to
get the average binding energies of Pt clusters. As shown in
Table S1 and Figure S4, the presence of Ov could lead to the
stronger Pt binding by around 1.90 eV in gas phase and around
2.17 eV in aqueous phase. This confirms the anchoring effect
of the Ov site on metal clusters observed in previous
experiments.28 These stronger MSI from Ov could be deeply
rooted in its decisive influence on charge states of the metal
cluster. To identify that, the snapshots of 1 ps interval in the

last 10 ps of AIMD simulations have been collected for the
optimizations, followed by charge analyses shown in Figure 1.

Our previous studies21,24,60 on Au/TiO2−x in gas phase have
demonstrated that the Au cluster, which works as the electron
reservoir, could show qualitatively distinct charge character-
istics over the stoichiometric and reduced TiO2 surface. On the
stoichiometry TiO2 surface, the electrostatic (Hartree)
potential (VH)

81 could exist at a relatively high level, making
the electron transfer from metal to support, but on the reduced
TiO2−x surface, the lower VH could lead to the reverse electron
transfer from support to metal. This trend also stands in the
case of Pt and is directly observed recently by the ultrahigh
sensitivity and precision electron holography.82 As shown in
Figure 1a, the total Bader charge of the Pt cluster is positive on
stoichiometry TiO2 with the charge values around +0.51|e|,
while with the extra electrons donated from the Ov site, like
Au, the Pt cluster can also act as the electron reservoir on the
reduced TiO2−x surface. By receiving electrons, it will
conspicuously convert into a negative species around −0.41|
e|. This suggests that the Ov could dramatically reduce the Pt
cluster in gas phase, which well accords with the XPS in
experiment.27

When it comes to the aqueous phase, the Pt cluster will work
as the electron reservoir for not only the Ov but also the
solvent water. The added ambient solvent, which includes the
water molecules in the liquid phase and adsorbed water
molecules on the Pt cluster and support, will integrally take the
positive charge around +0.37|e| on Pt/TiO2 and +0.25|e| on
Pt/TiO2−x. These charges in the solvent water mainly come
from the interaction with the Pt cluster. From the gas phase in
Figure 1a to the aqueous phase in Figure 1b, the charge of the
Pt cluster on TiO2 averagely decreases by 0.26|e|, and that on
TiO2−x decreases by 0.30|e|. Those values can mostly cover the
positive charges in ambient water molecules. By the more
detailed charge analyses shown in Figure S5, it is clear that the
electron transfer from solvent waters to Pt cluster mainly
comes from the Pt−OH2 bond of these adsorbed water
molecules. Yet, the binding between these water molecules and
the Pt cluster is quite weak, so they will dynamically underdo
the adsorption and desorption processes. These dynamic

Figure 1. Bader charge of the Pt cluster and representative configurations of the catalyst along with the AIMD simulations in gas phase and aqueous
phase. The Pt/TiO2 and Pt/TiO2−x catalysts are represented in red and blue, respectively. (a) Simulation in gas phase. (b) Simulation in aqueous
phase. The configurations of the 15 ps show the charge difference between the metal cluster and the remaining system. The electron depletion/
accumulation is depicted by blue/yellow isosurfaces at ±0.06 |e| Å−3. The blue dotted circle highlights the localized electron around Ov.
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adsorptions could vary the integral charge of ambient water
molecules, which in turn leads to the more fluctuating Pt
charge in aqueous phase compared to that in gas phase.
Comparatively speaking, the Ov still has a decisive effect on
electron donation in aqueous phase, which converts the charge
of the Pt cluster qualitatively from positive to negative. The
solvent water molecules also provide electrons to the Pt cluster
by dynamic water adsorptions, but this plays a relatively minor
role.

To further investigate the effects of Ov and solvent water
molecules, we calculated the charge difference between the
metal and the remaining system, where its planar average along
the Z-direction is plotted in Figure 2.

In gas phase, the adsorption of the Pt cluster would lead to
the obvious polarization of the surface TiO2 layer. With the
formation of Pt−Obr bonds, the protuberant Obr atoms will
receive some electrons, while the planar Ti layer including the
Ti and O(3c) atoms will lose some electrons. On the
stoichiometric TiO2 surface, the electrons will generally
transfer from the metal cluster to TiO2 support, leading to
the oxidation of the cluster and partial reduction of the
support. Because of this transfer, the bottom of the pyramid-

like Pt14 cluster will be positively charged. When one
introduces the O vacancy on the TiO2 surface, the polarization
of the surface TiO2−x layer (blue line) is similar to that without
Ov (red line) in Figure 2a. This means the similar electron
accumulation on the protuberant Obr atoms from the Pt−Obr
bonds. Meanwhile, by reducing the TiO2 surface by one Ov,
the introduced two electrons will make the net charge transfer
from the reduced TiO2−x support to the metal. The reduced
support will be partially oxidized, while the Pt cluster will be
reduced to be negatively charged.

In aqueous phase, the charge transfer direction is basically
the same. Besides the slight charge transfer from ambient water
molecules to the Pt cluster, the explicit water molecules will
also influence the polarization of the surface TiO2 layer. On the
stoichiometric TiO2 surface, the charge exchange between the
Pt and surface Obr atoms in aqueous phase is less obvious than
that in gas phase. This is probably because of the active
interaction between the positive Pt cluster and the negative
OH groups (HOtop−Ti) coming from surface hydration
(H2Otop−Ti + Obr → HOtop−Ti + ObrH). As shown in Figure
S6, in AIMD simulations, we can even observe the occasional
OH exchange between the support and Pt cluster at their

Figure 2. Charge difference integrated in planes perpendicular to the surface (Δρ(z)) as a function of the height (z). The positive value of Δρ
indicates the accumulation of electrons, while negative Δρ indicates the depletion of electrons. The y-axis label accords with the height of the model
as shown in the right notes. (a) Charge difference in gas phase, Δρ = ρM/S − ρM − ρS. (b) Charge difference in aqueous phase, Δρ = ρM/S/Aq − ρM
− ρS/Aq.

Figure 3. Possible catalytic cycles of CH2O hydrogenation. (a) Cycle in gas phase. The CH2OH pathway is colored in gray, while the CH3O
pathway in black. (b) Cycle in aqueous phase. The direct hydrogenation (D.H.) steps have the same colors as those in gas phase. For the steps
involving proton transfer (P.T.) in aqueous phase, the CH2O elementary step is colored in blue, while the CH3O elementary step is in red.
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interface by proton transfer. This active Pt−HOtop interaction
will make the less polarized Pt−Obr interface. However, with
the presence of Ov, the Pt cluster will become negatively

charged, so its interaction with the HOtop might be suppressed.
This again makes the polarization of the surface TiO2 layer.
Besides that, like the previous theoretical study on Au/TiO2,

32

Figure 4. Typical configurations during the two spontaneous long-range proton transfer processes over Pt/TiO2−x. The configurations in the same
processes over Pt/TiO2 are similar. These P.T. steps could be observed in AIMD simulations, while all of the Ga and ΔG values are obtained by
MTD simulations.

Figure 5. Relative free energies of the intermediates and transition states along with the aldehyde hydrogenation in aqueous phase. (a) On Pt/
TiO2. (b) On Pt/TiO2−x. The proton participating the elementary step (CH2O* + H2O → CH2OH* + OH*) is colored in blue, while the proton
participating the elementary step (CH3O* + H2O → CH3OH* + OH*) is colored in red, and the OH* hydrogenation elementary step (H* +
OH* → H2O + 2*) is colored in purple. The corresponding 3D configurations are shown in Figure S9.
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we can also observe the more polarized charges of Pt atoms
inside the cluster in aqueous phase than that in gas phase. The
bottom of Pt14 cluster will be positively charged, while the
higher part will be more negatively charged by water
adsorption mentioned above.

In short, both the Ov on the support and the solvent water
molecules could donate electrons to the Pt cluster in aqueous
phase, within which the Ov plays the dominant role. After
obtaining the equilibrium configurations of catalysts, we can
further explore the catalytic mechanisms to illuminate the
synergistic effect between Ov and solvent water molecules.
Aldehyde Hydrogenation in Aqueous Phase

As shown in Figure 3, the catalytic cycle of CH2O
hydrogenation typically includes the steps of reactant
adsorption, hydrogenation, and product desorption. Among
the various sites on the Pt cluster, previous studies83,84 have
confirmed that the low-coordinated sites are more favorable for
adsorption. Therefore, the apical site exhibiting the lowest
coordination number on top of the Pt cluster is used to adsorb
CH2O. Before the exploration in aqueous phase, we first
conducted the formaldehyde (CH2O) hydrogenation on both
Pt/TiO2 and Pt/TiO2−x in gas phase as the reference. After the
adsorption of CH2O and H2, the H* can first be added to
either O or C, which can result in either the CH2OH pathway
(gray) or the CH3O pathway (black), as shown in Figure 3a.
Such hydrogenation of C and O atoms in aldehyde groups by
the adsorbed H* directly is called the “direct hydrogenation
mechanism” (D.H. mechanism) in the following discussion. As
shown in Figure S7, on both Pt/TiO2 and Pt/TiO2−x, the
CH3O pathway is more favorable, and the Ov site does have a
promotion effect in gas phase, which accords with the
experiment.27 Considering that the mechanism in gas phase
is not the focal point of this work, the detailed discussion is
shown in the Supporting Information.

Experiments have also shown the enhancement of aqueous
phase on catalytic activity and selectivity in biomass hydro-
genations.21,30,42 Here, we employ the AIMD and MTD
simulations to explore the mechanism of CH2O hydrogenation
within abundant explicit solvent water molecules. Due to the
dynamic movement of solvent water molecules, it is hard to get
the precise adsorption energies of CH2O and H2 by DFT in
aqueous phase. Here, only the thermodynamics and kinetics of
the elementary hydrogenation steps are accurately investigated.
The reaction starts from the coadsorption state of CH2O and
H2 (CH2O* + 2H*), which is obtained from the AIMD
simulation, followed by annealing and optimization.

During the AIMD simulations of CH2O* + 2H*, one can
observe the ambient hydrogen bonds (HBs) around the
oxygen atom of CH2O*, which can be characterized by the
radial distribution function (RDF) of HOH···O distances in
Figure S8. When the hydrogenation proceeds, these solvent
water molecules will not only form HBs with the intermediates,
such as CH3O*, but also directly participate into the reaction
cycle by proton transfers. These spontaneous proton transfers
from solvent waters to CH2O* or CH3O* could occasionally
take place in AIMD simulations. Hence, besides those direct
hydrogenation (D.H.) steps, there are two extra elementary
steps of proton transfer (P.T.) in aqueous phase, as shown in
Figure 3b: (a) CH2O* + H2O+* → CH2OH* + OH* and (b)
CH3O* + H2O+* → CH3OH* + OH*. In the following
calculation, we will get their free energy profiles by MTD
simulations.

Essentially, these two P.T. steps are acid/base reactions at
the solid/liquid interface. The O in the aldehyde group can be
protonated by the adjacent solvent water and then via a
Grotthuss-like mechanism40,85,86 (vividly shown in Figure 4);
the remaining OH− in solution will simultaneously be
transferred to adsorb on those comparatively more positive
Pt atoms at the metal−support interface (see Figure 2b).
These P.T. steps will not take place on the C in aldehyde group
due to the repulsion between the proton and positively charged
C, which is shown to be quite endergonic by around 1.0 eV
with the high free barrier over 1.3 eV in Figure S10.

Now we can summarize the network of elementary reactions
in aqueous phase. As shown in Figure 3b, the D.H. steps
represent the direct H* addition to the C and O in the
aldehyde group like the case in gas phase. The two brand-new
P.T. steps involve the proton transfer from the solvent water to
O of either CH2O* (blue arrow) or CH3O* (red arrow) to
produce the OH* at the metal−support interface. Then, the
produced OH* needs to undergo further hydrogenation (Hy.)
to become the solvent water (OH* + H* → H2O + 2*).

On Pt/TiO2, the D.H. with the CH2OH* intermediate (gray
lines in Figure 5a) calls for the free energy barrier of 1.15 eV
(determined by CH2O* + 2H* and TS4), while the D.H. with
the CH3O* intermediate (black lines in Figure 5a) exhibits the
free energy barrier of 1.02 eV (determined by CH3O* + H*
and TS2). Apparently, the direct hydrogenation with CH3O*
is more favorable. Yet, in aqueous phase, the D.H. steps can be
crossed with P.T. steps. Although the hydrogenation of C in
the aldehyde group still follows the D.H. step, during the
hydrogenation of its O, the P.T. steps are kinetically much
easier than the D.H. steps. The proton in water can
spontaneously transfer to CH2O* with the tiny Ga of 0.15
eV (CH2O* + H2O + * → CH2OH* + OH*), which is
exergonic by 0.18 eV. Similarly, the proton transfer to CH3O*
is also exergonic by 0.21 eV with a small barrier of 0.16 eV
(CH3O* + H2O + * → CH3OH* + OH*). However, on Pt/
TiO2 without Ov, the generated OH* suffers from the hard
further hydrogenation with the relatively high Ga of 1.10 eV
(OH* + H* → H2O + 2*). This suggests that the OH* could
accumulate at the metal−support interface. The difficult OH*
hydrogenation could poison the Pt/TiO2 catalyst, which
suppresses the feasibility of those P.T. steps. By considering
the whole reaction network, the D.H. step of C in CH2O*,
followed by the facile P.T. step of CH3O* is the most favorable
pathway on Pt/TiO2. Due to its strong adsorption on the
relative positive Pt atoms at the metal−support interface, the
hydrogenation of the formed OH* becomes the rate-
determining step. According to the energetic span model87

by Kozuch and Shaik, the turnover frequency (TOF)-
determining intermediate (TDI) of the whole reaction is the
CH3OH* + OH* + H*, and the TOF-determining transition
state (TDTS) is the TS5. The overall free energy barrier
(Ga,all) of the Pt/TiO2 catalyst is 1.10 eV.

On Pt/TiO2−x, the D.H. with the CH2OH* intermediate
(gray lines in Figure 5b) calls for the free energy barrier of
0.81eV (determined by CH2O* + 2H* and TS4). With the
presence of Ov, the P.T. steps in Figure 5b will be more
favorable over the reduced Pt cluster, and the CH3O* will no
longer be a stable intermediate during the dynamic
simulations. During MTD simulation of the D.H. step of C
in CH2O* (black), the generated CH3O* will spontaneously
convert to CH3OH* by proton transfer, generating the OH* at
the metal−support interface. Similarly, the CH2O* P.T. step
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(blue) is also nearly barrierless in the free energy profile. More
importantly, with Ov, the binding of OH* can be weakened by
the more negative Pt cluster shown in Figure 1b. The
hydrogenation of those generated OH* on Pt/TiO2−x becomes
not only exergonic by 0.15 eV but also kinetically much easier
with Ga as low as 0.21 eV. By considering all of the possible
steps, although the favorable pathway on Pt/TiO2−x is the
same with that on Pt/TiO2, the TDI and TDTS have been
altered due to the easier OH* hydrogenation. With the TDI of
CH2O* + 2H* and TDTS of TS1, the Ga,all on Pt/TiO2−x is
0.77 eV (see Figure 5).

By exploring the reaction mechanisms of Pt/TiO2 and Pt/
TiO2−x in aqueous phase, we can observe the synergistic effect
between the oxygen vacancy and solvent water molecules. With
the presence of the solvent water, there will be quite different
mechanisms as shown in Figure 6. The C in the aldehyde

group will still be hydrogenated by direct H* addition, while
the O in the aldehyde group will more favorably undergo the
proton transfer mechanism, followed by the OH* hydro-
genation. The proton can easily transfer from one adjacent
solvent water to the O in the aldehyde group. Via a Grotthuss-

like mechanism in solvent water molecules, the remaining
OH− will simultaneously transfer to form the OH* at the
metal−support interface. Such long-range proton transfer is
important and common for heterogeneous catalysis in aqueous
phase. Besides the promotion of solvent waters in experiments
of biomass hydrogenation,88,89 the isotopic studies confirmed
the direct participation of water in hydrogenation through the
proton transfer.34 In addition, similar proton transfers were
also observed at the Pt/CeO2 interface in the previous AIMD
simulations.40

However, without Ov, these negatively charged OH* would
strongly adsorb on the positive Pt cluster and tend to poison
the whole catalyst. The further hydrogenation of these OH* is
endergonic by 0.29 eV on Pt/TiO2 and suffers from the free
energy barrier as high as 1.10 eV. This makes the accumulation
of OH*, which could toxify the catalyst. A similar suppression
effect coming from the strong base of potassium accumulated
at the Pt/TiO2 interfacial area is observed in the recent report
of m-cresol hydrodeoxygenation.90 Once the Pt is reduced by
Ov, the binding of these OH* is weakened by the negatively
charged Pt cluster. The OH* hydrogenation on Pt/TiO2−x will
become not only exergonic by 0.15 eV but also kinetically
facile with the low barrier of 0.21 eV. Hence, as systematically
shown in Figure 6, the synergistic promotion effect can be
manifested by the proton transfer coming from solvent water
molecules and the easier OH* hydrogenation coming from Ov.

After getting the free energy profiles of CH2O hydro-
genation in aqueous phase, we perform a roughly estimated
microkinetic modeling (MKM) to give the vivid mechanistic
insights. The details for this microkinetic model are provided
in the Supporting Information. What should be noted is that
with the established assumptions, the MKM result is in the
scope of semiquantitative analyses rather than the accurate
reaction rates. At the mild temperatures ranging from 273 to
373 K, when one compares the P.T. steps with D.H. steps
(blue lines in Figure 7a), the fast P.T. steps on Pt/TiO2 are
largely suppressed by the lack of empty sites (*) due to the
poisoning of OH*. When the Ov is presented, the OH*
hydrogenation will be not only exergonic but also kinetically
facile. Hence, the fast P.T. steps become the dominant
processes on Pt/TiO2−x. This makes the total reaction rate on
Pt/TiO2−x orders of magnitude faster than that on Pt/TiO2

Figure 6. Schematic figure of formaldehyde hydrogenation including
proton transfer steps and the detoxification of OH* on Pt/TiO2−x in
aqueous phase.

Figure 7. Steady-state kinetic results based on the roughly estimated microkinetic modeling in aqueous phase. (a) Total reaction TOF and the rate
ratio (ratio[D.H./P.T.]) between the direct hydrogenation steps (D.H. of CH2OH* and CH3O*) and proton transfer steps (mainly determined by
OH* hydrogenation). The detailed values are shown in Table S8. (b) Coverage of main species at the steady state under various reaction
temperatures.
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(black lines in Figure 7a). When the temperature is elevated to
373 K, the TOF on Pt/TiO2−x can reach the order of several
s−1. This result well accords with the obtained TOF ranging
from 0.72 to 1.07 s−1 in the experiment of biomass
hydrogenation at the mild conditions.91 We can also observe
this trend from the coverage consumed by OH* (θOH*) in
Figure 7b under different reaction conditions. The Pt/TiO2 is
almost poisoned by OH*, and the empty sites (θ*) can be as
low as 10−2 even at the relative high temperature of 373 K. On
Pt/TiO2−x, θOH* decreases a lot and the θ* increases to around
0.61. This confirms that Ov can detoxicate the catalyst from
the OH* accumulation, which can synergistically promote the
aldehyde hydrogenation with solvent water molecules.

■ CONCLUSIONS
By AIMD simulations and DFT calculations, the aldehyde
hydrogenation on the Pt/TiO2 catalysts in aqueous phase is
explored theoretically within the more realistic ternary model
involving all of the metal, the oxide support, and the explicit
solvent water molecules. By comparing the catalytic mecha-
nisms over the Pt/TiO2 and Pt/TiO2−x catalysts, the
synergistic promotion effect between the oxygen vacancy
(Ov) and solvent water molecules is observed. (I) In aqueous
phase, both the Ov on support and the solvent water molecules
could donate electrons to the Pt cluster. The Ov plays a
dominant role and can reduce the Pt cluster from positive to
negative. (II) In aqueous phase, the solvent water molecules
could spontaneously protonate O in the aldehyde group by
acid/base exchange, generating the OH* at the metal−support
interface by long-range proton transfer. Although the C in the
aldehyde group still follows the direct hydrogenation
mechanism, such water-mediated proton transfer is more facile
for adding H to O in the aldehyde group. (III) The OH* can
bind strongly on the positively charged Pt cluster over
stoichiometric TiO2, hindering its further hydrogenation.
This could poison the catalyst and suppress the promotion
of proton transfer steps, while on the reduced Pt cluster over
TiO2−x with Ov, the OH* hydrogenation becomes not only
exergonic but also kinetically more facile. The Ov can protect
the catalyst from poisoning and synergistically help the proton
transfer steps, which synergistically promote aldehyde hydro-
genation with solvent waters. To the broad chemist
community, this work shows the importance of realistic
modeling. The catalytic reaction in aqueous phase is not only
related to the surface of the metal cluster or nanoparticle. Even
for such a simple hydrogenation (CH2O + H2 → CH3OH),
the mechanism is related to all of the metal, oxide support, and
solvent waters. Considering the ubiquity of Ov on reducible
oxide supports and the commonly used aqueous catalytic
conditions, this synergistic effect between the oxygen vacancy
and solvent water molecules may not be limited to the Pt/
TiO2−x catalyst, which can shed light on the rational design of
supported metal catalysts for biomass conversion and
upgrading.
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